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Hardeep Kaur

DSGMC should be more responsible.

Charanjeet Singh

President DSGMC, Hospital project should be given priority

Ravi Inder Singh

Stop wasting hard earned money.

Manpreet Singh Ahuja

No Use !!! Instead we can give 10 percent of the amount to 84 victims !!!!

Bakshi Gunjit Singh

This issue should be treated as a burning issue which has diminishing the repute of entire sikh
community because any wrongful step taken by DSGMC will directly involve the repute of Sikhs.

Surinderjit Singh

Any organization acting for or on behalf of Sangat must involve Sangat fully. Gone are those days when
Sangat were only told to listen and adhere to 1-way-traffic i.e. Management to Sangat. Every [az]GPC/DSGMC must open their books/accounts to SANGAT and involve Sangat fully in every process of
development. We are living in world of internet age where word spreads faster than ever, let's utilizing
this wonderful and awesome resouce &quot;INTERNET&quot; to enlighten and rekindle every soul with
Gurmat Gyaan straight from Sri.Guru.Granth.Sahib.Ji. Let's construct Souls thru Gurmat and not waste
efforts/money/time on constructing unnecessary BUILDINGS/WALLS, let's work to break the inner wall
and construct souls!

Taranjeet Singh

Transparency should be there!

Manpreet Singh

Sheer waste of money! It is only the rich who have cars and they need parking. Guru Ki Golak is being
looted by people who have no accountability.
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Ravi Inder Singh

Stop wasting hard earned money.

Manpreet Singh Ahuja

No Use !!! Instead we can give 10 percent of the amount to 84 victims !!!!

Bakshi Gunjit Singh

This issue should be treated as a burning issue which has diminishing the repute of entire sikh
community because any wrongful step taken by DSGMC will directly involve the repute of Sikhs.
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Taranjeet Singh

Transparency should be there!

Manpreet Singh

Sheer waste of money! It is only the rich who have cars and they need parking. Guru Ki Golak is being
looted by people who have no accountability.

Hardeep Kaur

DSGMC should be more responsible.

Charanjeet Singh

President DSGMC, Hospital project should be given priority

Ravi Inder Singh

Stop wasting hard earned money.

Manpreet Singh Ahuja

No Use !!! Instead we can give 10 percent of the amount to 84 victims !!!!
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Taranjeet Singh

Transparency should be there!

Manpreet Singh

Sheer waste of money! It is only the rich who have cars and they need parking. Guru Ki Golak is being
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Hardeep Kaur

DSGMC should be more responsible.

Charanjeet Singh

President DSGMC, Hospital project should be given priority

Ravi Inder Singh

Stop wasting hard earned money.

Manpreet Singh Ahuja

No Use !!! Instead we can give 10 percent of the amount to 84 victims !!!!

Bakshi Gunjit Singh

This issue should be treated as a burning issue which has diminishing the repute of entire sikh
community because any wrongful step taken by DSGMC will directly involve the repute of Sikhs.

Surinderjit Singh

Any organization acting for or on behalf of Sangat must involve Sangat fully. Gone are those days when
Sangat were only told to listen and adhere to 1-way-traffic i.e. Management to Sangat. Every [az]GPC/DSGMC must open their books/accounts to SANGAT and involve Sangat fully in every process of
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Ravi Inder Singh

Stop wasting hard earned money.

Manpreet Singh Ahuja

No Use !!! Instead we can give 10 percent of the amount to 84 victims !!!!

Bakshi Gunjit Singh

This issue should be treated as a burning issue which has diminishing the repute of entire
sikh community because any wrongful step taken by DSGMC will directly involve the repute
of Sikhs.

Surinderjit Singh

Any organization acting for or on behalf of Sangat must involve Sangat fully. Gone are those
days when Sangat were only told to listen and adhere to 1-way-traffic i.e. Management to
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efforts/money/time on constructing unnecessary BUILDINGS/WALLS, let's work to break the
inner wall and construct souls!

Taranjeet Singh

Transparency should be there!

Manpreet Singh

Sheer waste of money! It is only the rich who have cars and they need parking. Guru Ki
Golak is being looted by people who have no accountability.

Hardeep Kaur

DSGMC should be more responsible.

Charanjeet Singh

President DSGMC, Hospital project should be given priority

Ravi Inder Singh
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days when Sangat were only told to listen and adhere to 1-way-traffic i.e. Management to
Sangat. Every [a-z]GPC/DSGMC must open their books/accounts to SANGAT and involve
Sangat fully in every process of development. We are living in world of internet age where
word spreads faster than ever, let's utilizing this wonderful and awesome resouce
&quot;INTERNET&quot; to enlighten and rekindle every soul with Gurmat Gyaan straight
from Sri.Guru.Granth.Sahib.Ji. Let's construct Souls thru Gurmat and not waste
efforts/money/time on constructing unnecessary BUILDINGS/WALLS, let's work to break the
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efforts/money/time on constructing unnecessary BUILDINGS/WALLS, let's work to break the
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